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This is r~q"ir,d r['aditiU for Otl}'01U' that in'l"" ds
10 try 10 11m, a Cl'1I1er loaded mobil, otlleml(J.
or would ) '014 rather do it the hard 'WO}·f -Editor.

:-':0 doubt every owner of a mobile stat ion has
given his antenna a critical look and wondered to
him self what would happen if he did th is. or did that,
o r maybe took a turn off the loading coil. etc. Sure.
we all have that feeling sometime. In even more
vulnerable condit ion is the fellow who has yet to
tune his whip. I have been through the mill and I
hope that the resu lts of my experience will be as
helpful to you as they would have been to me
\Vhen I sta rted t rying to tinker with the ,Master
MOlm' mobile 75 met er center-loaded antenna.

T he problem is tha t of tuning the antenna to a
desi red frequency of resonance. Just about any
change tha t is made in the antenna results in a
change in its resonant frequency. W orse than that,
even the fcedl ine and the prox imity of other cars
will change the resonant frequency ( hereby ab
breviated Ir) .

The first approach to tuning the whip was to
prune the loading coil to 3995 kilocycles ( New York
State Civil Defense frequency ) while it was in
stalled on \ V2QJ N's car. Moving the antenna coil
to my whip changed the [, to 3950 kc. Since the
antennas were mounted ill roughly the same part
of the two ca rs the variation was apparently due
to the difference in feeder length: \V2QJN, having
his transmitter in the trunk of his car only had
about 18 inches of feeder, my transmitter is under
the dash and has about 21 feet of coaxial feeder.

T he center -load ing coil will change the i- if it is
tu rned upside down. T he coil should be pruned from
the top for the highes t frequency desired (3995 kc
in my case). then, when it is inverted, the frequency
drops 70 to 75 kc. (3920 kc in my case) . A second
coil, pruned to 3880 kc, resonates at about 3810 kc,
when inverted, giving me a wide choice of basic
operating frequencies. K2BS happened to be passing
through town one day so I pr uned his -coil to 3958
ke with the alternate falli ng on 3890 ke, 68 kc lower.
The fr of the coil goes up from 15 to 20 kc for
each turn removed and seems to be Quite linear.
\Vhen the coil is through being pruned it is wise
to use some # 33 Scotch tape to hold the turns in
place. The tape will stretch go be careful to draw
it tight. It is not necessary to tape the entire coil,
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only the top end few tUOlS where wire has beeu
removed in the pruning process, leaving room for
the remainder of the coil to spread out if the end
is not taped. T his spreading out result s in a change
of loading from day to day. If you want to hit a
specific frequency (by reason of crystal control .
net operation , friends. or pervers ity) all you han
10 do is prune the coil unti l you are close to the'
channel, then spread out the last few turns for fim
tuning on the last fi ve or ten kc.

Xext a series of test s were made to de termine
what effect the changing of the length of the whip
had on the fro T he lower half 0 fthe antenna wa s

Possibly the ",imple,t" expedie nt to tun e your mobile
ente nna--c1ip on " "pig.tail."

made two feet longer by means of a piece of brass
pipe; th is increased the i »20 kc. The two foot sec.
tion wa s then changed to the top half of the antenna.
resulting in a drop of 305 kc in the I,. \Vhen both
the top and bottom sections were extended two feet
the resultant /r was the sum of the two individual
changes : plus 20 kc and minus 305 kc, or 285 kc
lower. T he total extension of four feet did not seem
to make much di fference in the signal st rength at
a distance of four miles although \V2FJ N reported
a possible one "S" unit improvement.

Just how does that attractive metal coil shiel, I
affect th ings ? It was removed and the frequency
shot up 160 kc, that is how it reacts. \ V2T P.\( , 2Qi t
miles away, reported no change in signal st rength
when the coil shield was removed. Even the poly
styrene disc at the bottom of the coil will raise th e
fr of the antenna if it is made thicker.
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rig. In this way the V FO can be swung up and
down the band to find the frequency of maximum
loading.

T he receiver here is a Consti Tri -Bond mounted
just to the right of the drivers' knee. The rig is :t
homemade affair using a 6A K6 VFO, a 2E26 fi na l.
and a 1635 modulator. T ile power runs from 20·25
watt s input and is supplied by a dual Vibrapack
mounted in the engine compartment. The 75 meter
Xlcster ,MOli llt mobile antenna has given me good
reports from a lmos t half of the states , and even
from Canada.

Dis .. A sse mb:in g The Mobiie Antenna
:\Iany spring-supported mobile antennas are se

cured to the mounting bracket by means of a thread.
ed metal plug screwed into the lower end of the
spring. Sometimes it becomes necessary to remove
the spring from the mount. as when the braid inside
the spring breaks. Usually the plug is provided with
a couple of holes for a spanner wrench. but these
are not of much help unless the spring is loosened
in some way. Since the spring itself forms the
" threads" into which the plug screws. turnin~ the
plug merely wraps the spring more l ightly aro und
the plug. 1£ the spring tension can be relieved , th e
plug can be removed easily by hand.

TO LOOSCN SPRING TENS ION

A simple method of relieving this eprtng tension
employs an ordinary pipe wrench which is usually
available in th e average household. 'Wi th the an tenna
end of the mount secured in a vise, the jaws of the
wrench are opened to fi t over the spring an d the
wrench is held in the position which would be used
if the plug were to be screwed into the spring. The
end of the spring is caught with the tip of the fixed
jaw on the wrench. while the movable jaw bears on
the spring one half turn from its end. Pressure ap
plied to the wrench will now tend to "unwind" the
spring and will relieve the tension which normally
holds the plug. The plug can then be removed eeeilj,
usually without a wrench. A similar procedure can
be used to start the plug into the spring. if eeceeearr,
wben the mount is reeseembled.
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Length of Resonant Drop in
P ig-tail Frequency Frequency

3910 kc
5- 3895 kc 15 kc
7- 3880 kc 30 kc
8- 3870 kc 40 kc
9- 3860 kc 50 kc

II - 3840 kc 70 kc

Thus you can see that the antenna can be matched
to al most a ny frequency j ust by using a pair of wire
cutters and a grid-dip meter.

\ Vhile playing with the pig-tai l clip several other
posi tions were tested. The five inch pig-tail was
dipped in a horizontal plane just above the coil,
lowering the /r from 3910 to 3895 kc. The same
clip "was then moved to the top of the whip, st ill
in the same plane, lowering the frequency to 3860
kc. When the pig-tail was turned to the vertical
plane (extending the height of the antenna five
inches ) the resonant frequency went st ill lower,
to 3853 kc. Reports from W2F}N, eight mites a way,
indicated that the pig-tail did not affect the signal
strength.

A Muelter # 24£1. cl ip was clipped under the bot
tom of the coil cover, resulting in a lowering of
the /r of 20 kc. The length of the pig-tail wire on
the clip seemed to make very little difference in
the frequency. This surprised me for I thought tha t
the frequency would go up when the ta il was clipped
just as it did when attached above the coil.

Extra Hin t s
The easiest method of tuning the antenna is to use

a grid-dip meter, however, a VFO will usually do
the job satisfactorily, providing you don't have an
antenna tuning network between it and the antenna.
For tuning procedure it is best to couple the an
tenna directly to the transmitter SO that the impe
dance of the a ntcona win vary the loading of the

Test. with W2UJR, about 250 miles away. in
dicated tha t the antenna is quite sharp in frequency
response, and should be retuned if the transmitter
frequency is changed much over ten kc.

Bridges and tunnels seem to affect the transmit- .
ted signal just the same as they do broadcast signals,
san your breath when going through them. I don't
know wha t happens to the resonant frequency of the
antenna, guess it just goes away. Even a truck
near the untenna wilt upset the tuning.

P ig Tails
So far the tuning of the antenna is all welt and

good, but not flexible enough. Some simple means
of tuning the antenna to other frequencies is desira
ble. After all. you don't want to have to take the
..'oil apart and change it every time you change
crystals. A simple solution to this problem is the
clip-on piece of wire, a short piece of #20 enamel
wire 0 11 a -"Julin" #1,5 clip which is clipped just
above the coil 0 11 the antenna it self, not on the
threaded coupling between the coil and the antenna .
Several lengths of wire were tried so that a rough
idea of the change in f r could be correlated with
the change in the wire.


